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PRS is committed to a single mission—helping independent pharmacy 
owners succeed in this tough and competitive environment.

HIPAATrack Presented  
by NCPA, Powered by  
PRS Pharmacy Services

Company Background
With 30 years in the industry, PRS is nationally recognized as 
the “go to” company for retail pharmacies seeking help with 
complex and time consuming issues. PRS offers the most widely 
used compliance programs for HIPAA, DMEPOS accreditation, 
state-specific pharmacy policies & procedures manuals and 
quality assurance programs, plus our new online suite of  
compliance assistance programs. Our teaching programs, such 
as PRS Residential Care, for those entering the long term care 
market, and PRS Ownership, for those buying or opening a new 
pharmacy, are endorsed or supported by every major pharmacy 
organization, including NCPA and FPN. Our professional 
staff  have expertise in every area of  pharmacy and strong IT 
and programming skills. We’re constantly modernizing existing 
products and looking for innovative ways to assist retail pharmacy 
owners in achieving and maintaining success.

Product Overview
HIPAATrack is the first program PRS has modernized and updated 
as part of  the new PRS online suite of  compliance assistance 
programs. We’ve streamlined the policies and procedures and 
added tracked training and bonus license and exclusion list 
tracking features. It is easier to use and is updated continuously 
so you’ll always be compliant.

With the publication of  the “final” HIPAA rules in January 2013, 
pharmacies must take action to replace or revise their existing 
HIPAA compliance programs. The Office of  Civil Rights (OCR) 
begins active enforcement September 23, 2013, conducting on-
site compliance audits, assessing penalties, exclude non-compliant 
facilities from federally funded programs. HIPAATrack provides a 
quick, foolproof  way to comply with the new HIPAA rules.

Features
HIPAATrack includes:

• Policies and procedures to comply with the final HIPAA rules

• Enhanced online employee training PLUS tracking

• Disaster Recovery Program

• Risk Analysis & Management Program

• Seamless auto-updating

• e-mail notification when:

•  New tasks need to be completed

•  There have been updates to policies and forms

•  Employee re-training is due

•  Monitoring of important initial set-up tasks by PRS Specialists

• Industry leading customer service when issues arise

Key Customers
Independent pharmacy owners and small pharmacy chains.

Key Business Partners
HIPAATrack is officially presented by NCPA and endorsed by FPN 
buying groups as their exclusive HIPAA compliance program.

Testimonials
“ HIPAATrack is so innovative, it will change the way pharmacies 
handle HIPAA compliance. We like it so much, we made it the exclusive 
program presented to NCPA members.”

 —  William Popomaronis, R.Ph., VP, NCPA

“ HIPAATrack provides the simplest, most cost-effective, solutions to 
complying with these changes.” 

 —  Carol Carlson, CEO 
Federation of  Pharmacy Networks

Ordering Information
Three-year Option: $277 per year, payable as a one-time fee 
($332 after November 1, 2013).

One-year Option: $432 per year.

Sign up at www.prspharmacyservices.com/hipaa




